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Bagasse: a by-product of sugarcane
When sugarcane is processed to extract sugar, a fibrous material remains called bagasse. This by-product
is a valuable resource for a variety of products. Bagasse products are suitable for hot fill, and can also safely
be used in microwave. With all these qualities, Bagasse products are the ideal environmental choice.

Back to nature
in just 8 weeks
Let's have a look at a bagasse take-away box: it is designed to carry meals
cleanly and safely. But what happens after it has been used? The bagasse box
starts to decompose and when composted it turns into soil in just 8 weeks.

Show that you care

Duni.com

By using Bagasse products of the ecoecho™ line to transport and present meals, you are making a clear environmental
statement and setting a fine example. You can serve over the counter for immediate or same day use and you will be doing
your part in reducing the global waste problem because Bagasse products are completely biodegradable and compostable.
New

Catering Plates & Trays

Fibre ±0°C to +100°C < max 15 min, same day use
PLA -20°C to +40°C < 10 days
· Environmentally friendly & compostable
· Made of by-products · Sturdy design

1 164768 Plate, Ø 150 mm (8 x 125 pcs)
2 161206 Deep plate, Ø 160 mm, (10 x 50 pcs)
3 161207	
Plate, Ø 170 mm (10 x 50 pcs)
4 161205 Plate, Ø 220 mm (8 x 50 pcs)
5 161204 Plate, Ø 260 mm (8 x 50 pcs)
6 164769 Plate square, 170 mm (8 x 125 pcs)
7 164770 Plate square, 250 mm (4 x 125 pcs)
8 164771*	PLA lid 250 mm for 164770 (5 x 50 pcs)
9 164772 Catering tray, 200 x 250 mm, (4 x 125 pcs)
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*not microwarmable

9 New

Catering Plates
1 157181 Deep Plate, Ø 160 mm (10 x 50 pcs)

Fibre -4°C to +70°C < 2h
· Environmentally friendly & compostable
· Made of by products · Sturdy design · Unbleached

2 157182 Plate, Ø 180 mm (8 x 50 pcs)
3 157180 Plate, Ø 220 mm (9 x 50 pcs)
4 157179 Plate oval, Ø 220 mm (10 x 50 pcs)
5 157183 Plate, Ø 260 mm (10 x 50 pcs)
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Take-Away boxes

Fibre ±0°C to +100°C < max 15 min, same day use
PLA -20°C to +40°C < 10days
· Environmentally friendly & compostable
· Made of by-products · Sturdy design

1 169865 Dressing Cup,
63 x 63 x 18 mm, 30 ml (10 x 150 pcs)
2 169866 Dressing Cup,
63 x 63 x 32 mm, 60 ml (10 x 150 pcs)
3 169867 Dressing Cup,
63 x 63 x 53 mm, 85 ml (10 x 150 pcs)
4 159866*	Flat Lid for Dressing Cups, PLA,
65 x 5 mm (12 x 250 pcs)
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5 169868*	Sushi box, PLA laminated inside,
180 x 111 x 22 mm, 250 ml (4 x 125 pcs)
6 169869*	Lid for 169868, transparent, PLA,
185 x 115 x 30 mm (4 x 125 pcs)
7 169870	
Meal Box rectangular, 228 x 207 x 45 mm,
1100 ml (2 x 125 pcs)
8 169871*	Lid for 169870, transparent, PLA,
235 x 210 x 55 mm (6 x 50 pcs)
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9 169872	
Meal Box rectangular, 275 x 202 x 45 mm,
150/125/150/750 ml (4 x 50 pcs)
10 169873*	Lid for 169872, transparent, PLA,
280 x 207 x 40 mm (4 x 50 pcs)
11 163073	Hamburger Box, 162 x 152 x 80 mm,
475 ml (4 x 50 pcs)
12 163080	Meal Box rectangular, 185 x 143 x 62 mm,
530 ml (6 x 50 pcs)
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13 163079	Meal Box rectangular, 239 x 156 x 63 mm,
850 ml (4 x 60 pcs)
14 163078	Meal Box rectangular, 241 x 163 x 65 mm,
470/300 ml (4 x 50 pcs)
15 163075	Meal Box rectangular, 225 x 201 x 85 mm,
1000 ml (3 x 50 pcs)
16 163074	Meal Box rectangular, 225 x 201 x 85 mm,
325/70/60 ml (2 x 60 pcs)
17 163076	Meal Box square, 236 x 231 x 81 mm,
1200 ml (2 x 55 pcs)
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18 163077	Meal Box square, 236 x 231 x 81 mm,
350/120/120 ml (2 x 50 pcs)
*not microwavable

The environment wins
while you build your brand
If your goal is to limit your business’s impact
on the environment, then Duni has some
extremely attractive solutions for your food
operation. With our bagasse range, you can
choose from either a standard collection or
a large selection of customised options.
And we can even develop a fibre product
according to your needs or customise with
embossing. Duni has an increasing number
of satisfied customers now using bagasse as
a way to build their brand with us.

Our focus is on
the environment
We take our duty of contributing to sustainable development very seriously. This is
why Duni offers a competitive product range developed according to our environmental
commitment and a solid eco line, as well. We believe renewable products are, without
doubt, the only long-term option. Therefore we put a lot of effort into finding new materials, technologies and business opportunities to perfect the development of sustainable
products. This is how Bagasse caught our attention.

